
The Creator’s Companion

ACDSee Photo Studio Ultimate 2021 is for photographers dedicated to their craft. With 
a focus on improved performance and precision editing, this year, choose ACDSee 
Photo Studio Ultimate 2021 as your sidekick.

Digital Asset Management

ACDSee has unrivalled file management capabilities. Finding, sorting, moving, 
organizing, and sharing—everything you need for complete mastery over your 
photography workflow is right here, at your fingertips. No uploading or importing 
your images. Add ratings, hierarchical keywords, tags, categories, location data and 
customizable color labels.

Layered Editing

With our layered editor, you can achieve complex adjustments and effects and go 
back to tweak them at any time. Find out more about parametric photo manipulation.

Develop Mode

Develop mode is unique to ACDSee Photo Studio Ultimate and Professional and 
offers advanced editing features that are non-destructive. This year, new panes 
streamline your process for applying Presets, taking Snapshots, and viewing your 
Histogram and Develop History.
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Introducing Color Wheels

• Get enhanced control over color manipulation.
• Lift precise colors to enhance your images, make your skies 
bluer and your reflections vivid.
• Refine your color selection and saturation for edits with a new 
level of precision.

Text on a path and text in a frame
Customize your text, including its path. Write on a 
curve or follow a shape. Create digital photographic 
ads and inserts.

Refine Selection
You can now use Refine Selection to shift or soften 
edges which can maximize the effect of tools like 
Smart Erase.

Tone Wheels
User-friendly tone wheels make split-toning 
highlights, midtones, and shadows easy.

New & Improved Batch Rename
An improved process for renaming multiple images 
in response to customer feedback. The options are 
almost endless.

New Develop Mode UI and Panes
New panes enhance your editing process. Create 
and categorize a library of presets. Take snapshots 
and view your full edit history.

New & Improved Batch Resize
Relaunched with a huge capability expansion, our 
Batch Resize tool lets you resize multiple images to 
any dimension, following pixels or percentages, 
along either edge, or as a print size.

Improved Quick Search
New toggle options for Quick Search makes finding 
images in large databases much faster.

GoPro Support
Work directly with GoPro RAW images, and perfect 
your adventures.

Improved Watermark
Add watermarks with more accuracy – particularly 
beneficial for applying watermarks to a batch of 
images.

Improved Crop
Improved crop tool with relative positioning 
functionality allows you to crop multiple images in 
seconds.


